
Minutes: 

The next meeting will be December 4th at the same place.  
 
Members in attendance. 
Chair: Michael Kristufek 
Andrea Collins 
Gwen Nulph 
Ryan Johnson 
Luke Modrak 
Matt Tucker 
Cindy Woods 
Zac Gebhardt 
Kevin Hartbauer 

Not present: 
Charles Lersch 
Neil Jones 
 
Minutes are approved 

 
Proof of times: 
BB and slower rule doesn't really apply can enter in with coaches time except championship get 
them in and swimming meet announcements need changed for this meeting 
A and faster it is supposed to be checked. 

Mixed gendered: 
Coaches committee votes:  
Since national doesn't do it, it does save minimal time, it is good to race but in the interest of all 
the athletes, there are benefits to both, we do not want to lose the kids if they are going to get 
crushed by this. If we have consent of all coaches on final heat of combining last heat only. 
Alternate girl boy by heat and fastest to slowest events 400 or longer.  

Warm-ups: 
We recommend adding warm-up safety situations based off numbers to meet directors manual 
and to the policies portion of AMS policies and procedures. 

Review of camps:  

combine short and long course elite and age group so 6 camp days through out the year.  
Put practices up for OTC and Elite and Age Group Camp 
published ahead of time if possible 
 
Coaches Committee will set expectations for camp coaches as expectations were not necessarily 
meet. 



Zones coaches will be selected by the coaches committee preferences will be given to coaches 
who attend 1-2 meets per month.  

2013-2014 Zone coaches are as follows: 
Cindy Woods HC 
Ryan Johnson  
Kevin Hartbauer 
Luke Modrak 
Zac Gebhardt 
Mike Kristufek 
Katherine Longwell 
Graham Bodnar 

On Wednesday November 13th Cindy, Kevin will meet with Mike to discuss and work on a Zone 
Team Manual 

To help AMS grow we have much smaller teams in the summer, to help combat this Cindy 
Woods has created a proposal to help. This will be proposed to move forward through the board 
to help get things rolling.More summer swimming more smaller events.  

If coaches are not going to attend we will look to replace them with those who will.  

Previous proposals to be added as action items to BOD agenda to get processed appropriately.  
 


